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This energy retailer leaderboard follows on from a summary report published last month that 

explored the components of a compelling energy insights app.

It reveals the top 50 European energy retailers based on proprietary data from the LCP Delta 

energy insights apps from European energy retailers dashboard. This allows a points-based 

scoring system of 250+ retailers’ energy insights apps on the themes identified.

The full 30-page report which is available to subscribers:

• Uncovers the themes of a successful energy insights app, and how they link to customer 

usage and satisfaction.

• Explores the use and variability of key functionality within these themes across Europe.

• Benchmarks individual energy insights apps across Europe on these themes.

Foreword

Compelling customer apps, incorporating the four themes identified,  will be essential for successful energy suppliers of the future. 

David Trevithick
Head of Digital Energy

“Our market assessment of 250+ retailers’ energy 
insights apps suggests all players should aspire to 

develop a great app. 

That’s because the pace setters that are adopting the 
four themes best span all types of supplier – incumbent, 

challenger, specialist – and regional footprint – 
international, national and local.”
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Why are energy insights apps so important?
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Compelling customer apps will be essential for 

successful energy suppliers of the future. 

So, what and who makes a great app?

Customer apps that 

visualise and provide 

insights to customers 

on their terms. 

Enable engagement, empowerment 

and collaboration with customers 

by turning data into insight and

by increasing customers’ autonomy 

and enabling them to take action.

Are already disrupting the market 

through the rise of app-first suppliers. 

The leaderboard follows on from the high-level summary of our latest 30-page subscriber report and assessment of 250 apps.

  See slide 6 for the top 50 leaderboard, slide 7 for details of the ranking and slide 9 for who to contact for more information. 

Digitalisation

AI that personalises and 

enhances the insights.

A key enabler will be:
The energy supplier of the future 

will be focussed on the ongoing 

provision of new energy 

services for customers rather 

than on selling commodity.
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Key findings: what makes a great energy insights app? 
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Components of a compelling energy insights app and insights from our research*

Shaping the future

Energy insights for customers play 

a pivotal role in scaling demand for 

green energy technology and 

services 

Action-led orientation

Supporting customers to take positive action 

is fundamental for retailers pivoting from 

commodity to service

Personalisation

Developing data sources and data science 

capability enables a more tailored customer 

experience

Establishing connection

Currently the majority of energy 

insights apps lack a strong feature to 

easily connect with customers

Four themes determine the success of apps: focus on these four core themes to improve customer experience, drive 

stronger customer usage and increase economic value

* Summary report exploring the 4 themes of What makes a great energy insights app?

   Energy Insights+ subscribers have access to the full 30-page report

https://delta.lcp.com/whitepaper/what-makes-a-great-energy-insights-app/
https://research.lcpdelta.com/reportaction/EIPlus_EnergyInsightsApp/Toc
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Who makes a great energy insights app? 

6 * Energy Insights + subscribers have access to the Energy insights energy retailer apps dashboard
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https://research.lcpdelta.com/reportaction/EI_EnergyInsightAppDashboard_PBI/Toc
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LCP Delta app dataset and benchmarking metrics
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The LCP Delta energy retailers’ 

energy insights apps dataset forms 

the main evidence base for the 

benchmarking metrics.

It covers >250 energy insights apps from ~200 

energy retailers across >20 markets across 

Europe.

Themes were identified and assessed based on 

correlation to app rating as a proxy to commercial 

opportunity.

Apps were also individually assessed and ranked 

on the 15 metrics.

Theme Metric Weighting

Commercial #registered energy insights users

% of customer base registered for 

energy insights

App rating (in Google Play Store)

100k+ =3, 50-100k =2, 20-50k =1, 

<20k =0

60%+ =3, 40-60% =2, 20-40% =1, 

<20% =0

4+ =3, 3-4 =2, 2.5-3 =0, <2.5 =-1, 

no rating =1 

Entire section weighted x2

Establishing connection Social comparisons

Energy efficiency score

Yes =4, no =0

Yes =2, no =0

Personalisation Currency

Disaggregation

Consumption projections

Yes =2, no =0

Yes =2, no =0

Yes =2, no =0

Action-led orientation Budgeting tools

Remote heating, A/C  control

Day ahead spot prices

Energy advice

Yes =2, no =0

Yes =2, no =0

Yes =2, no =0

Feedback loop =3, Personalised 

=2, Segmented =1, Generic =0

Shaping the future Solar PV

EV smart charge monitoring

Home load automation

Self-consumption =3, total 

production =2, export =1, no =0

Yes =2, no =0

Yes =2, no =0

* Energy Insights+ subscribers have access to the Energy insights energy retailer apps dashboard

https://research.lcpdelta.com/reportaction/EI_EnergyInsightAppDashboard_PBI/Toc
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Top picks from LCP Delta
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Follow us on: 

lcp-energy

LCP_Delta

Talking New 

Energy, an LCP 

Delta podcast

Request access to the full 

report

Find out more about the Energy 

Insights+ Research Service

Enables organisations to enhance their 

residential customer engagement activity by 

providing data, analysis, insight and opinion on 

the energy insights market, players and 

solutions across Europe.

This report explores the components of 

a compelling energy insights app. It 

draws from a rich mixture of research 

with market players, behavioural 

principles and customer research.

Unlocking the potential of 

digital home energy webinar

Watch LCP Delta and E.ON as we explore the 

twin challenges of interoperability and 

customer engagement in successful home 

energy management services for a digital 

home utopia.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/lcp-energy/
https://twitter.com/LCP_Delta
https://delta.lcp.com/podcasts/
https://delta.lcp.com/podcasts/
https://delta.lcp.com/podcasts/
https://research.lcpdelta.com/reportaction/EIPlus_EnergyInsightsApp/Marketing
https://research.lcpdelta.com/reportaction/EIPlus_EnergyInsightsApp/Marketing
https://delta.lcp.com/research-services/energy-insights-plus/
https://delta.lcp.com/research-services/energy-insights-plus/
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/4550945/CE010932E62BA76586DE27D9A8966B92
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/4550945/CE010932E62BA76586DE27D9A8966B92
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About LCP Delta
LCP Delta is a trading name of Delta Energy & Environment Limited and Lane Clark & Peacock LLP.  References in 

this document to LCP Delta may mean Delta Energy & Environment Limited, or Lane Clark & Peacock LLP, or both, 

as the context shall require. 

Delta Energy & Environment Limited is a company registered in Scotland with registered number SC259964 and 

with its registered office at Argyle House, Lady Lawson Street, Edinburgh, EH3 9DR, UK.  

Lane Clark & Peacock LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales with registered number 

OC301436. All partners are members of Lane Clark & Peacock LLP.  A list of members’ names is available for 

inspection at 95 Wigmore Street, London, W1U 1DQ, the firm’s principal place of business and registered office. 

Lane Clark & Peacock LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is licensed by the 

Institute and Faculty of Actuaries for a range of investment business activities.  

LCP and LCP Delta are registered trademarks in the UK and in the EU. Locations in Cambridge, Edinburgh, 

London, Paris, Winchester and Ireland. 

Copyright © 2024 LCP Delta. 

https://www.lcp.uk.com/emails-important-information contains important information about this communication from 

LCP Delta, including limitations as to its use.

Disclaimer and use of our work 
This work has been produced by LCP Delta under the terms of our written agreement with Subscriber (Client) for 

the Client's sole use and benefit, subject to agreed confidentiality provisions, and for no other purpose.  To the 

greatest extent permitted by law, unless otherwise expressly agreed by us in writing, LCP Delta accepts no duty of 

care and/or liability to any third party for any use of, and/or reliance upon, our work. This document contains 

confidential and commercially sensitive information. Should any requests for disclosure of information contained in 

this document be received, LCP Delta request that we be notified in writing of the details of such request and that 

we be consulted and our comments taken into account before any action is taken.

Where this report contains projections, these are based on assumptions that are subject to uncertainties and 

contingencies. Because of the subjective judgements and inherent uncertainties of projections, and because events 

frequently do not occur as expected, there can be no assurance that the projections contained in this report will be 

realised and actual events may be difference from projected results. The projections supplied are not to be 

regarded as firm predictions of the future, but rather as illustrations of what might happen. Parties are advised to 

base their actions on an awareness of the range of such projections, and to note that the range necessarily 

broadens in the latter years of the projections.

David Trevithick
Head of Digital Energy
+44 (0) 131 285 1773

david.trevithick@lcp.com

Tim Zhou
Energy Insights+ Analyst
+44 (0) 131 285 1761

timothy.zhou@lcp.com

Contact us 

Mark Foskett
Business Development Lead
+44 (0) 203 314 4932

mark.foskett@lcp.com
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